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This file is available to view and download as a PDF at 

www.aidapt.co.uk. Sight impaired customers can use a free 

PDF Reader (such as adobe.com/reader) to zoom in and 

increase the text size for improved readability. 

Please examine your product for any visible damage before using/installing. If you 

see any damage or suspect a fault, please do not use, but contact your supplier. 

INTENDED USE 

The Inflatable Basin is designed to offer portable washing and hair washing and 

allows assisted hair washing in a bed, particularly suited for those with limited 

mobility and also ideal for camping. Latex-free. 

USING YOUR INFLATABLE BASIN 
1. Inflate the Basin by mouth or using a pump (such as a hand pump for 

airbeds or similar. Pump not supplied.). 

Note: Never use a compressor to inflate the Basin. 

NB. When inflating this item by mouth you may need to bite down on the 

base of the valve whilst blowing so as to open up the airway. 

2. Position the Inflatable Basin under the user’s head. We recommend that 

you place a towel around the shoulders for extra comfort. 

3. To keep the water in the Basin, ensure that the attached plug is fastened. 

4. To allow the water to run freely from the Basin out of the drain pipe, 

ensure that a suitable collecting vessel is in position below the drain pipe 

and open the plug. 

5. Wash and rinse the user’s hair in the Basin as desired and open the plug to 

allow any remaining water in the Basin to drain into a collecting vessel. 

CLEANING 
Clean your Inflatable Basin using a mild detergent with a slightly damp, soft cloth 

only. Only use a mild detergent or disinfectant; never use an abrasive cleaner. After 

cleaning, wipe the Inflatable Basin with a dry cloth before folding together and 

leave in a warm, dry place, but not in direct contact with a heat source. 

CARE & MAINTENANCE 

Please make a safety check of the product at regular intervals or if you have any 

concerns. 
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
The information given in this instruction booklet must not be taken as forming part 

of or establishing any contractual or other commitment by Aidapt Bathrooms 

Limited, Aidapt (Wales) Ltd or its agents or its subsidiaries and no warranty or 

representation concerning the information is given. 

Please exercise common sense and do not take any unnecessary risks when using 

this product; as the user you must accept liability for safety when using the 

product. 

Please do not hesitate to contact the person who issued this product to you or the 

manufacturer (detailed below) if you have any queries concerning the 

assembly/use of your product.  
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Aidapt Bathrooms Ltd, Lancots Lane, Sutton Oak, St Helens, WA9 3EX 
Telephone: +44 (0) 1744 745 020 • Fax: +44 (0) 1744 745 001 • Web: www.aidapt.co.uk 

Email: accounts@aidapt.co.uk • adaptations@aidapt.co.uk • sales@aidapt.co.uk  


